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TO: Chair and Members of the Audit and Finance Standing Committee 
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John Traves, Director, Legal, Municipal Clerk and External Affairs 
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Jacques Dubé, Chief Administrative Officer 

DATE: September 16, 2019 

SUBJECT: Investing in Canada Contribution Agreement: Herring Cove Phase 2B 

ORIGIN 

A January 15, 2019 Motion of Regional Council recommended that Halifax Regional Council submit the 
following two projects for consideration under the ICIP Environmental Quality funding program: 

• Herring Cove water and wastewater servicing Phase 2B

• Halifax Peninsula Water Transmission Main Expansion & Upgrade

July 19, 2019 Federal-Provincial announcement approving funding for Herring Cove servicing phase 2B. 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 

HRM Charter Section 74 – permits HRM to enter into agreements with the Province or Government of 
Canada to provide or administer municipal services. 

Administrative Order #58, section 16(1) provides that revenue generating agreements for the municipality 
must be approved by Council when HRM is receiving more than $500,000.   

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the Audit and Finance Standing Committee recommend that Halifax Regional 
Council:  

1) Authorize the Mayor and Municipal Clerk to sign the attached Contribution Agreement with the
Minister of Municipal Affairs, to receive $5,778,522.00 in funding for the Herring Cove Water and
Wastewater Servicing project, Phase 2B.

2) Increase capital account CS000001 – Herring Cove Servicing Phase 2B by $5,778,522.00 with
funding from the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program.

3) Increase capital account CS000001 – Herring Cove Servicing Phase 2B by $2,101,639 with funding
from a Local Improvement Charge (LIC).
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BACKGROUND 

In January 2018, Regional Council designated the Herring Cove water servicing project Phase 2B as HRM’s 
top water and wastewater priority for Phase 2 of the Investing in Canada program (ICIP). The Herring Cove 
project has a long history, beginning in 1999 when Council extended water service to the area because of 
the co-location of a Harbour Solutions Wastewater Treatment Facility. Phase 1A, 1B and 2A were 
completed by 2008, but the remainder of the project did not proceed due to escalating construction costs 
and insufficient budgets. In 2014, Phase 2B was submitted for funding consideration to the Building Canada 
Fund but was not approved. It was submitted again in 2016 under the ICIP Clean Water and Wastewater 
Fund and was approved, but with a substantially smaller federal and provincial cost share as insufficient 
funds were available in the Clean Water and Wastewater Fund. Given this significant funding shortfall, HRM 
withdrew the project with the stipulation it be re-submitted as the top priority water project at a future date.  

The new phase of the Investing in Canada Plan (ICIP) federal-provincial bilateral infrastructure agreement 
was announced in April 2018. On November 22, 2018, the Minister of Municipal Affairs issued a call for 
applications for the Environmental Quality funding stream of the Green fund. The Environmental Quality 
funding stream of the Green fund is the main source of infrastructure funding for water and wastewater 
projects. Project eligibility is determined using an outcomes-based approach, rather than asset type as was 
the practice in the past. Outcomes sought under the Environmental Quality stream are: 

• Increased capacity to treat and/or manage wastewater and stormwater

• Increased access to potable water

• Increased capacity to reduce and/or remediate soil and/or air pollutants

Approved projects receive 40% federal and 33% provincial cost sharing, with municipalities covering the 
remaining 27%. Each municipality was directed to submit no more than two applications for projects that 
can begin in 2019-20 or 2020-21.  

As per the motion noted in the Origin section of this report, on January 15, 2019, Regional Council approved 
two projects to submit for consideration under the ICIP Environmental Quality funding stream. The Herring 
Cove water and wastewater servicing (Phase 2B), one of the two projects on that list, has been approved 
for funding under the program and the signed Contribution Agreement received from the Province is 
attached to this report. 

DISCUSSION 

The Herring Cove area has experienced ongoing water quality issues, one factor in the 1999 decision to 
locate the wastewater treatment plant there and connect properties to the water system. The completion of 
Phase 2B would complete the servicing of the core community area, addressing issues of equity and water 
quality. In doing so it would achieve the ICIP outcomes of increased access to potable water, and increased 
capacity to treat and manage wastewater and stormwater. Phase 2B will install 1500 metres of water main, 
2200 metres of wastewater pipe, two wastewater pumping stations and all related appurtenances. It will 
provide servicing to approximately 70 properties. 

The initial design was completed in January 2017 and estimated the total project cost at more than $7 
million. The attached Contribution Agreement formalizes the Federal and Provincial funding shares for the 
$7,880,161 project and establishes all terms and conditions. Under the agreement, HRM will receive no 
more than 73.33 percent of the projected project cost as the combined provincial and federal contribution: 
a total of $5,778,522. The forecasted breakdown of this contribution is $577,852 in 2019/20 and $5,200,670 
in 2020/21. Any cost overruns will be the responsibility of HRM. 

HRM has requested a one-year extension of the project end date, to the end of the 2021/22 fiscal year. 
Staff have approached provincial staff regarding this potential request and the province is amenable. 
Several other projects approved under this fund are in a similar situation to the Herring Cove project in that 
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timing of the approval and receipt of the contribution agreement has come late in relation to the 2019 
construction season. 

As the project falls outside the Halifax Water serviced area, HRM is responsible for the coordination of the 
water and wastewater sewer extensions. A Local Improvement Charge will be required to fund the costs 
not covered by federal and provincial government funding: a total of $2,101,639. In January 2018, HRM 
staff estimated the LIC at approximately $30,000 per property at a projected municipal contribution of 
$2,101,639. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

There are no expected long-term financial implications to HRM for this phase of the Herring Cove project. 
The cost of the water and wastewater extension project will be covered by the federal and provincial funding 
and the Local Improvement Charge (LIC), if approved by the community. HRM costs associated with the 
development of a new LIC By-law for the Herring Cove project can be accommodated within approved 
operating budgets for Finance & Asset Management and Legal Services. As noted earlier in this report, 
project overages would be the responsibility of HRM and may result in a request to increase the LIC.  Should 
the residents decide not to support the LIC, the project will be withdrawn. 

Budget Summary – Capital Account CS000001 – Herring Cover Servicing Phase 2B 

Beginning Balance $       0.00 
Add: Cost sharing from ICIP $ 5,778,522 
Add: LIC Funding $ 2,101,639 
Balance $ 7,880,161 

RISK CONSIDERATION 

There are no financial risks associated with the recommendations in this report as the noted funding does 
not require HRM to expend additional or unbudgeted funds related to this agreement. However, if Council 
approves the contribution agreement, there is a risk the community will reject the LIC and HRM will have 
to withdraw the project. In addition, there is some risk that the Province will not approve the requested 
extension of the project end date. If so, HRM may have to withdraw the project as the 2020/21 end date is 
not attainable. However, as noted earlier in this report, the province is currently amenable to granting the 
extension. 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Once the Herring Cove contribution agreement is signed, a public meeting will be held with community 
residents regarding the LIC. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

The completion of Herring Cove Phase 2B would complete the servicing of the core community area, 
addressing issues of equity and water quality and achieving the ICIP outcomes of increased access to 
potable water, and increased capacity to treat and manage wastewater and stormwater. 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Council could choose not to approve the Contribution Agreement. This is not recommended as the funds 
will support an expanded capital project for Herring Cove. Declining the agreement would necessitate 
finding funds within the existing budget envelope, or not moving this phase of the of the Herring Cove 
project forward at this time.  

ATTACHMENTS 

Appendix I: Herring Cove Water and Wastewater Servicing Contribution Agreement 

A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 
902.490.4210. 

Report Prepared by: Paul Johnston, Acting Managing Director of GREA, 902.490.6616 

http://www.halifax.ca/

















































